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You are going to see a mail man walking down the street and turn up the sidewalk to Katie’s 

house.  While the mail man is walking up the sidewalk, Katie is going to be on the front porch 

waiting for the mail man to come.  Katie will see him, stand up and ask the mail man “do you 

have it today “?   

 

Show Opening 

 

And the mail man looks up, see’s Katie on the front porch and stops, then he looks down into his 

pouch, shuffles through his mail, and he will find a letter with a picture of Uncle FunBuck on it.  

The mail man will pull the letter out, hold the letter up, and asks  “is this what you are looking 

for?”   Katie will say “It’s here!  It came!  My show is here!  My show is here!”   The mail man will 

give the letter (with a DVD in it) and Katie says thanks and then turns and runs into the house.  
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When Katie gets into the house, she starts to yell to his Mom “Mom!!!  Mom!!! It’s here!! My 

show came today!!”   You will see Katie run through the house and we will film her coming into 

the kitchen and finding her Mom, yelling “It’s here!  It’s here!  My show came in the mail 

today!”  Then Mom will say “That’s great Katie!  Go get your Dad and I’ll get your brothers and 

lets watch it right now”.  Katie runs through the house yelling for her Dad “my show came Dad!  

Come watch it with us”.   

 

We will film the whole family getting together on the couch in the living room.  Then Katie puts 

the DVD in the player and hits start.  Then the camera will zoom into the TV and then my theme 

song and show opening will occur.   

 

Go get your 

Dad and let’s 

watch it 
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Meet and Greet 

We will have Katie and parent come over to Buck’s house, and what we are going to film is Buck 

on the front porch sitting on a rocking chair.  Buck will be reading a book ALL ABOUT BASEBALL 

BATS on the front porch when when Katie and the parent walk up the steps.  Buck puts down 

the book, says hi to Katie and parent, and Buck asks Katie if she likes magicians.  Katie says “yes” 

and Buck says,” well then,  I have quite the surprise lined up for you today.  We are going to go 

on an outing to a place where I’ve never been before and I reeeaaaalllllyyyyyy  think you are 

really going to like it”.  Buck then turns to the parent, “OK Dad, we will see you when we get 

back.”  And Buck and Katie walk down the steps and across the yard, where they wait to meet 

Tank. 

 

 

When Buck and Katie reach the side yard, they will stop, Buck will look down at Katie and ask 

“are you ready to meet Tank” and Katie will shake her head “yes”.  Buck will say “OK.  I’ll call 

him” and Buck turns his head toward the garage, puts his fingers up to his mouth and makes 

two quick whistles.  Then Buck turns his head back down to Katie and says “here he comes!”.   
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Then we see Tank pull out of the garage, driving on his own, turning up the driveway and pulling 

up to Buck and Katie.  Katie will be filmed with a jaw dropping expression after seeing a real 

micro bus drive all by himself!  Tank pulls up to Buck and Katie and parks.  Buck introduces Katie 

to Tank “Katie this is Tank” and Katie will say “hi Tank”.  And Buck will say “Tank, this is Katie” 

and Tank will ring his bell 2 times.  

  

                             

Then Buck says “it’s time to get Grump” and Buck walks to the front of Tank and yells 

“GGGRRRRRRUUUUMMMMPPPPPP”.  Then we see Grumps feet wiggle.  Then I turn to Katie 

and says “I don’t think Grump heard me.  Will you help me yell for Grump”. Katie says “sure” 

and we both holler for Grump “GGGGRRRRRUUUUUMMMPPPPP” then we use the footage we 
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already have of Grump getting up, going to the door, coming out of the door and walking over 

to Buck and Katie.  

 

Buck says hi to Grump and introduces him to Katie, and Buck asks “will you drive us on our 

outing?”  And Grump says “yes”.  Grump goes around to the drivers side of Tank and gets in 

while Buck and Katie walk around to the sliding door.  Buck says “Tank, can you open your door 

for the lady?”  and Tank opens the front door.  Buck says “not that door Tank” and closes it, and 

says “the side door Tank”  and then the side door opens.  Buck says “Thank you Tank”.  Then 

Buck turns to Katie and says “lets see how you measure up.  Stand up here” and Katie backs up 

to the door jamb.  She measures up.  If the child is below 40 inches, I will ask Tank for a booster 

seat.  If the child is taller, we will just buckel her in, close the door, and once Buck is in and 

strapped in, Buck will say “lets roll”.  Then the quad copter will take off and show us driving 

down Lowell Avenue on our way to the bat factory.   

Off on an Outing 

The next scenes are of Tank driving through the neighborhood and arriving at the Louisville 

Slugger museum on Main Street with the big bat out in front.  Buck and Katie get out of Tank 

and head into the bat factory while Grump heads back to take a nap.  
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As we walk into the bat factory, we wait to meet our tour guide Amy by walking through the 

museum part of the factory.  We get to see all the fun baseball names and pictures of baseball 

players that have used the Louisville Slugger over time.   

Then our tour guide Amy meets us and asks Katy “are you ready to learn how we make baseball 

bats?” and Katie says “yes” and we proceed with the baseball factory tour.   

 

The tour will comprise the bulk of the show.  Seeing how they get baseball bats out of a poplar 

tree, how they machine them down to size, how they paint them, how they letter them, how 

they finish them will all be documented. 

Then Amy will ask, would you like to make one for your Dad and Katie says “yes”.  So we go over 

to the special area and Katie picks out a model bat for her Dad, then Amy asks Katie what the 

name of her dad is and she says “Brad Zorkin” and so it is lazer printed onto the bat.   
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And so with the new bat with her dad’s name on it, we head home to give it to her dad.  When 

we arrive, Tank pulls into the driveway and we stop.  Katie’s dad arrives right as Katie jumps out 

of Tank and says “Dad, we got you something for your birthday” and the dad says “Oh yea, what 

it is” smiling, and Katie says “here you go!  Happy Birthday dad”. And Brad opens the bat and 

see’s it is a Louisville Slugger and Katie says “Dad, look here” pointing to his name on the bat.   

 

Then Brad steps back and starts taking a few cuts with the bat, and then the camera focuses in 

on Bucks face and we see him smile while we hear “what would a big kid do?”  Just then, Buck 

says “Brad, Katie, want to do something really fun?” and they both look at me and say “sure” 

and Buck says “jump in” and Buck opens Tank’s door.    They both jump in and Buck closes 

Tank’s door, get’s into Tank and says “Grump, take us to the batting cages so Brad can test out 

his new bat”. 
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We arrive at the batting cages and we get some tokens and Brad tries on a batting helmet and 

inside the cage he goes.  Buck and Katie are outside the fence and Brad puts in a token, and the 

balls start coming out.  Brad sizes up the pitch and makes a swing.  He hits on his very first one!  

And Katie and I are happy that he can hit with his new bat.  

Then as Brad is sizing up his next pitch, Buck whispers into Katie’s ear and you hear Katie say 

“swing batter batter, saaaawing!”  and we see Brad smile as we lightly heckle Brad.  Then on the 

next pitch Buck whispers into Katie’s ear and you hear her say “hey dad, how about another 

Krispy Kreme” and we see Brad stop for a second and look back, smiling.  Then Buck says “hey 

Brad, you are hitting pretty good with that bat, but can you do it with some pressure?” and Brad 

says “bring it on”. So, right then, Buck runs to the parking lot and flags down a car, and you see 

him point to the batting cage.  Then he does it again and again.  And now we have 10 people 

standing next to Buck and Katie, and right after Brad puts a token in and sets up to swing, we let 

him have it!  All 10 of us start heckling the heck out of Brad “swing hard in case you hit it” “try 

the other side of the plate” “Take the doughnut off” “you couldn’t hit sand if you fell off a 

camel”  “swing that purse, sally” etc. 

Then after Brad swings at all of the balls, Buck heads back out to the parking log and waves 

down more cars.  Now there are 30 people behind the cage as Brad puts in another token, and 

when he gets ready to swing his new bat, we all start to heckle him, except it is a lot louder!  

Then after that session, Buck runs out to the parking lot and flags down even more cars.  So now 

we have 50-60 people behind the cage, and when Brad drops in a token for his next at bat, we 

really give it to him.  If I can swing it, I will have the firetruck from my show arrive and honk its 

horn and blare it’s siren when Brad is swinging!!  I will have all of my friends on hand for this 

episode! 

After we are all done heckling, Brad will come out and everyone will give him a round of 

applause for a job well done.  I will sign off the show by thanking Brad, Katie, the batting cages 
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and the Louisville Slugger museum for helping make this episode, and I will say “this is uncle 

funbuck, reminding all you boys and girls –and then the crowd will all say “if you ever have a 

question about anything, ask your mom or dad, they know best!  Bye Bye”  And that is how we 

end this episode. 


